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COMPREHENSIVE MODEL STUDY OF THE
LITTLE PINE CREEK DUi CUTLET STRUCTURE
Murray B. McPherson-
I - IN TRODUCTI ON
Prof~8sor William J. Eney. Head of the Department of Civil
Eng1n~ering and Adechan1cs and Director of Fritz La.boratory, was con,-
tacted by Mr. C.E. Ryder of Gannett. Fleming, Corddry and Qaprenter.
Inc. and requested to make a model study of the Little Pine Creek
outlet structure in October of 1948. Since the project was undertaken
on short notice with a close completion date, only certain character-
htics of the model could be investigated. ,~re.port Was submitted
to the Oonsultants on November 29, 1949 entitled, "Model Study of The
Li ttl~ Pine Oreek Dam Outlet Structure" by M.B. Mcl'herson. !lb.is study
was confined to the determination of the effect of the trash rack on
the control tower orifice discharge. ,4, summary of these test results
maY' be found in the4.ugW3t 1950 issue of CIVIL ENGINm.ING MagaZine
, enti tled. l'Design of Dam Outlet Trash Rack Verified by Model Tests ll by
M.B. McPherson. ,Uthough there was not sufficient time during the
,original program to investigate losses within the tower and the dis-
charge conduit, the author ran these tests as a special laboratory
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - - -
• .associate Professor of Civil Engineering, In Charge of the Hydraulic
Laboratory.
.-
-,
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exercise and made a su~p1emAntal report describing the results in
July 1949. The data in the supplemental report, which will be repeated
here, was of great value in the present Ax~en8ion of the 1948 model
stUdy.
Little Pine Creek Dam, in Lycoming County near Waterville,
was completed 1n 1950. Soon 3fter completion of construction, two
heavy floods occurred, the smaJ1.er late in 1950 and the la.rger in the
Spring of 1951. It is understood that no damage to the structure
was eVident following the first flood (maximum head of thirty-some
feQt on the lip of the tower or1t1ce) but folloWing the larger flood
(maximum head of slightly more than fifty feet on the lip of the tower
orifice) observers noted that part of the tower walls had been eroded.
On the 5th of May 1951, the author visited the dam site to confer with
the Consultants rel~"tive to the cause of the damage and the best solu-
tion tow~rds the elimination of future damage.
The construction by-pass structure had been incorporated in
the design of the outlet tower, through the use of by-pass ports in
the side walls of the tower, as may be seen 1n Figure 43. After com-
pletion of oonstruc t1 on of the dam, these ports were covered wi th half-
inch steel plates secured to theout8ide of the tower. The damage
sustained by the piers which formed the ports may be seen in Figure 1
and 2. The tower orifice and trash rack were unaffected (Figure 3).
The damaged area was located 1n the plane connecting the centerline of
the orifice With the centerline of the conduit and thus within the region
....
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of maximum veloci ty along the walls. Only the upp'er ti er of piers
W,"'l.S damaged. no damage having been observed in the lower piers (covered
with backfill on outside).
Recent tests conducted at Lehigh Univerd ty by Williams and
MCPherson on the pressure distribut10n 1n the vicinity of a square-
edged misalignment, constituting a barrier to the flow, have shown
tha.t the pressure head approaching the misalignment less the pressure
head immediately downstream from the misalignment equals the approaching
velocity head. For flood stage conditions in the reservoir, according
to calculatilons. this would require a velocl ty in the area of the damaged
piers of almost the same magnitude as that leaving the lip of the orifice,
some ten feet above the damaged a.rea, to vaporize the water in the vi-
cini ty of the by-pass pier nl;i1ealignmflnts". However, since the diameter
of the orifice was 9.5 1 and the diameter of the conduit was 15', it
appeared quite possible that the orifice jet velocity could continue
practically undiminished over a reasonable distance. For these reasons,
the author suggested that the cause of the damagA was due to caVitation,
FUrther, several pieces of aggregate expoeedin tho damaged area were
,cracked or cleaved, indicating the action of high tensile stresses as
would occur with cavita.tion -action; vibration had also occurred since
the profile of the concrete fa.cing was impressed on the bearing area
of one of the ete~l plates.
It was unanimously agreed that closure of the by-pass ports.
leaVing a smooth wall, was necessar,y to avoid more extensive damage.
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The incalculable consideration was whether or not this correction
would alleviate or eliminate poasible future damage in the same or
other areas.
.II - §YNOPSIS
'!he economica.l incorporation of the d1 version structure in
the final operating outlet structure was ingenious, but novel. The
high velocities wh1ch apparently existed near the piers could be neither
calculated nor anticipated With reasonable alsurance. S1nce damage
had occurred at a head of only about 60% of the maximum it was doubtful
that filling in the by-pass ports would completedly eliminate further
damage.
4S a means of visua.lly determining whether or not high veloci-
ties did indeed exist in the damaged area, a small mOdel of the tower
was made of lucite to a scale of 1:96 and fitted with entrance and exit
reservoirs which were filled with an optically ~ctive betonite. ~y
means of a polarizing optical system,the stress patterns (indicative
of the velocity intensity) could be observed.~thougb not highly
spectacular, under optimum conditions the highest stress was observed
in-the general area of dama.ge.
Since cavitation was now accopted as the most probable cause
of damage, the testing program was extended to include a thQrough in-
vestigation of phenomp~a with the objective of determinl~g the correc-
tive measures required. Two model studies were made: one under a
,-
..
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condition of prototype head and geometric sim11arit~ and the other a
condition of inertia-gravity similarity.
The 1:96 scale polarizer mo~el was fitted with piezometer taps
and adapted to a laboratory pressure tank fitting. Duplicating the
features of the prototype, when the measured head on this moael was
only about 37 feet (about half that of the grea-tAr flood) vaporization
occurred in the damaged areas, starting at the leading square edge of
the piers. .A.t a head of about 50 feet the entire jet from the orifice
appeared to be vaporizing, and at a head of 65 feet the tower and con-
dui t WElre a.lmost completely filled wi th vapor. Even though the effects
in the model were not necessarily an accurate duplication of those in
the prototype, there was no longer any question ,as to whether or not
caVitation was the cause of the damage to the prototype.
,4, 1: 24 scale model of the prototype including tower, condu1 t
and stilling basin was constructed p~d tested. The first objective
with this model was to determine the size of tower orifice that would
provide an aerated tower and complete open channel flow in the can-
du1 t at maximum head. AJ. though not specifically tested, it became
evident that a tower orifice of about 3 feet diameter a."ld hav·1ng a
maximum discharge of about 10% of the original designed orifice (500
as opposed to 5000 cfs) would bEl required. Since this solution was
far too extreme, the next objectivEl was to determine the best method
to impose a higher pressure within the tower, so that vaporization
would be eliminated or its effects at least minimized. while maintain-
ing the maximum possible d1 scha.rge.
-6-
The most realistic device bv means of which the pressure in
the tower could be raised was a flat-plate orifice mounted at ~he end
of the conduit. Tests with flat-plate conduit orifices were made,
and certain combinations were found which worked well in both models.
Through .use of data obtained in the 1949 supplemental tests, which
were sponsored b~ the University, accurate prediction of model perfor-
mance Was possible. Unfortunately, the high veloci ty jet emerging
from the condui t Qrlficawas not controlled ·in the slightest by the
existing stilling pool. However, by skewing the conduit orifice ~d
excavating p~rt of the stilling pool floor,the maximum discharge was
controlled Within the pool' to a better extent than the equival ant d19-
charge with the existing stilling pool and no conduit orifice.
Through model test result~ the following combination of cor.
rective measures was adopted: retAntion of thA existing 9.5' tower
orifice. filling in of by-pass ports, installation of a 10.88' skewed
conduit orifice and excavation of the stilling pool. Uthough. some
... 5 !
V~Ia.: on is expectecl With th1s arrangement, damage if any should
be insignificant, the maximum po~ble safe discharge can De obtained
~ c..,_.- ~-:--. . •
-and flow in the stilling pool should be reasonable stabilizal at all
III - PQLUUZER TESTS
Polarizer plates, a motor and pump from the Lehigh Fluid
Polariscope (See the J'ebru.ary 1951 issue of CIVIL ENGINEERING Magazine.
..
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"Inexpensive Fluid Polariscope Built at Lehigh Universi ty" by il'!cPherson
and Nece) were used with the 1:96 scale model shown in Figure 4. With
one set of plates between the observAr and the model and another set
of plates, parallel to the first, between the model and a source of
light, bands of color resulting from shear stresses within the fluid
may be seen. The fluid pol~riscope is analagou9 to a photoelastic
stress analyser. The separate stationary bands of color describe the
flow pattern, since each color is associated with a given degree of
stress, and therefore to a corresponding velocity change. .Q. high con-
centration of color is indicative of a high degree of stress and hence,
a comparatively high local veloci ty.
During the first tests with the polarizer the color pattern
was very satisfactory. Tests were run with walls with by-pass ports
and without.. .411 arc' of high color density was observed pasSing the
piers which had been damaged in the prototype. Further, it was noted
that the high color persisted to the conduit entrance; the.fluid was
seen to eddy downward between the uJ1.Br ports and upward between the lower
ports along the outer wall, indicating that the ports contributed to the
head loss in the tower. Since this was a three-dimensional model, only
the effects near the walls were distinct, although the high degree of
shear adjacent to the orifice jet was Visible. When solid walls (no
ports) wore used, there was a marked increase in uniformity of the flow
pattern, although the flow to the conduit appeared to be more constricted.
These tests indicated that the by-pass ports interfered wi th
the flow from the orifice to the conduit and that relatively higher
--,
; .
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velocities did occur in the vicinity of the damaged piers.
IV - C~tIT.~TICN TESTS
The intensity of action 6bservAd in the polarizer tests, in-
dicated a problem more serious than plain erosion, and reinforced the
argument that cavitation was the caU8e of damage. To demonstrate this,
the 1:96 scale polarizer model was adapted ~o a fitting on the labora-
tory pressure tank and tested under heads approaching the maximum pool
level for the prototype., ,~pproximately the salIlA veloci tiea as would
exist in the prototype for any given head were obtained in the model,
along with ~orresponding pressures. Piezometer taps were located in
the model at strategic points and connected through manifolds to man-
ometers, as shown in Figure 5. The location of the various taps are
given in Figures 6 and 7.
The follOWing notes were made for a test simulating the ex1st-
ing prototype and using walls with by-pass ports:
Head on Model
23. feet
34 feet
42 feet
51 feet
65-75 feet
Observat ions
Very small vapor flashel from orifice. Slight noise.
Vaporization at piers evident. Noise louder.
Cavitation pounding heard clearly above noise of pump
and water at a distance of six feet away,
Vapor trail from orifice strikes piers moderately
(damaged area. for most part) ,
Violent vaporization. damaged piers most effec:ed.
Similar tests run With solid side walle gave poorer results with violent
vaporization occurring at a head of only 50 feet on the model, indicating
..
•
.'
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that the by-pass porta had a cushioning effect on the flow. the piers
being destroyed in the process.
Figures 8 to 13, show plots of selected tap readings for all
tests run with the cavitation model. .Q.ll data obtained. wi th the cavita-
tion model is given in Figures 14 to 21. For the two tests under dis-
cussion the plots in F1gu.re 8, and 10 to 13, indicate a. pressure.head
within the tower of not more than 30 feat and as little as 5 feet for
a maximum pool head of 89.5 feet. ,~though the vaporizing pressure in
the high frequency caVitation pulsations is not measurable it is ap-
parent that a velocity head of betwe~~ say, 25 to 50 feet in the vicini-
ty of the damaged area is quite possi. bla even allowing for a consider-
able expansion of the orifice jet (see remarks in Introduction). It
will be noted that the pressure head just above the lip of the orifice,
Figure 9, romains fairly high, while the pressure head in the tower
immediately below the orifice, Figure 12, is very low. In fact, the
pressures near the orifice lip in the tower are the lowest of all those
measured, Which substantiates observations and calculations which in-
dicate that the worst vaporization occurs at the orifice lip and con-
sequpntly the major cavitation at the piers resu]B from vapor carried
to the piers from the orifice jet, even though vaporization at the piers
is a definite contributing factor.
The effect of lI~ulkingll by the high degree of vapor at heads
above 50 feet 1s evident in the drop-off of pressure heads for severa.l
taps located downstream from the orifice jato
,~t this point, it was quite obvious that a remedy of filling
..
..
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in the by-pass· ports, alone, would not avord future damage, since the
great amount of vapor emanating from the orifice would qui t~ likely
collapse at the entrance to the conduit .or within the conduit itself.
l\s foreseen flarly in the investiga.tion by ivlr. Thomas and Mr. Spengler
of thfl Department of Forests and Waters, if the preSsure within the
tower was raised sufficiently vaporization could bA eliminated or mini-
mi zed. Or.. if the orifice arfla was reduced it a.ppeared reasonable that
the volume of vapor would be diminished and the jet would be pulled
further from ~he walls (the jet suffered a tremendous expansion once
vaporization started, explaining Why it way possible for the jet to
expand from a width of 9.5' to 15' in a distance of only ~bout la',
where it struck the pi~r8). Further, if the tower were aerated, the
depth in the tower would be smaller and the jet would not expand until
it struck the water surface. Thus vapor collapse would be confined
to the granite blocks in the bottom of ~e tower since an orifice which
would prOVide an aerated tower would be smaller in diameter than 9.5'.
Since either of these two alternative approaches. a higher
tower pressure or a smaller orifice diameter wi th aerated tower, would
depend upon the amount of head lost within the tower, recourse was made
to the larger 1:24 model for accurate determination of discharge charac-
teristics_(Note: Reliability of Cavitation tests is discussed under
a succeeding section) •
•..
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v - THE 1:24 SCU"E MODEL
The trash rack and most of the tower used in the 1948 model
tests were incorporated in the 1951 modol tower. Follotling the model
tests of 1948, certain changes were made in the original design as
shown in Figure 24 (see also Figure 43). In the 1949 supplemental tests,
the equivalent conduit length was .only 50 feet. 1he 1951 model in-
cluded the equivalent of the full' 619·- feet of the prototype conduit a.s
wall as the at.iIling-nool, as shown in Figures 22 and 23•. Note
.. , ... ~
the piezometers connected to tho conduit invert.
The model was built on a 1:24 scale, and Frouds or inertia-
gravity similarity was used in calculating data. Iguoring Reynolds
or inertia-friction similarity was deemed prop~r since the LID r~tio
of the conduit was only 619/15 or 41, e~aivalent to a short tube, and
_thfl losses throu~ sudden expansion, change in direction, etc., in the
tower were all assumed to be "local" inertia-gravi ty phenomenon. The
prototvpe Reynolds numbers would be about 120 times those experienced
with the model under any given sealed hea.d. For tests with the highest
heads and consequently the highest Reynolds numbers the assumption of
independence from inertia-friction effects is reasonably valid.
The conduit was laid on the same slope as the prototype,
3.5'/619' or 0.00566. In preliminary tests, a rating was obtained for
the conduit and it was found at higher depths th3.t the Manning "nil for
the model was 0.0083, which corresponds to a prototyPe "n" of 0.014.
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In Figure 25, may be seen calculated prototype normal ~d critical
depths for an "n" of 0.0135, which was found to be the value which
more nearly satisfied the model results over a larger range of depths •
It may be. noted that a ~ven open channel discharge and uniform depth
in the data of Figures 29 to 33 match well the curve of Figure 25. It
is import9nt to note that the conduit is laid on a greater than critical
slope.
VI - ORIFICE REQPIRED FOR 4.N~ER~TED TOWER
In an effort to evaluate the energy state in the jet, the follow-
1ng equation from Vol. 115, p. 639 of the 1950 T.R~S~~TIONS of the~SCE
enti tled, "Dif;fusion of Submerged Jets" by .4J.bertson, et aI, was used:
where the zero subscript refers to the kinetio pnergy ~t the origin
of the jet (uniform flow) and the diameter of the jet at the origin.
The value E is the kinetic energy which exists a distancE'! x from the
origin. No losses are included in the above eqQ~tion, the difference
in kinetic energy being attributable to expansion·and no mention made
of total energy. lion infinite fluid lspreswned. .l\sswning x as being
equal to 18 feet which would be the depth ~bove the tower floor to the
crown of the conduit at entrance, Do is the same as the orifice, even
though? feet below i t". ~d asswning a. sudden enlargement from 9.5' to
15' diameter calculations indicated that a diameter of 4.4' in the
••
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origina.ting jet would be required. Thp,se oa.lculations WAre compa.r3,-
tively crude, since the effect of the walls and the 90° bend on the
flow could not be evaluated•
Tests were run on four smaller orifices a.s wella.s the original
9.5' orifice. The results of these tests are indicated on Figure 27,
taken from the data of Figures 29 to 33. Since the flow-measuring ven-
turi meter wa.s not .accurate below the range of 700 cfs, all discn.1.rges
in this lower range were approximated from the conduit rating curVA
as given in Figure 25.
However, the loss through the tower was gre~ter than a.ssumed,
as the following data(*) indica.te:
Do Discharge at Max. Discharge at El. Conduit sub- Lip of orifice
Pool-El. 793.5 718, top of trash merged at9.p- at El.
rack piers prox.El.(*}
9.50' 5250 cfs 2350 cfs
6.72 2'700 1050
4.75 1400 500*
4.00 1000 350*
3.50 750· 250......
717
732
755
765
776
704.0
705.8
707.0
70705
707.8
'"
*'"
plus or min~s 10% - approx. measurement.
extrapolated.
A
Thus, it was evident that au ortnce of sufficient size to retain an
aerated tower would be so small as to handle as little as 100 cfs at
El. 718, the top of the trash rack piers. Since the minimum permissible
discharge based on stream flow data at El. 718 would probably be about
400 cfs, the minimum practicable orifice diameter would be 4 feet.
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However, this would not maintain an aerated tower. .4n equivalent
4.00 ft. diameter orifice was tested in the cavitation model (1:96)
under the condition of filled in by-pass ports. The cavitation effects
at a head of between 55 ft. and 65 ft. were similar to those with the
9.5 ft. orifice with the same side walls at a head of about 25 ft~
Although these result~ appear to be favorable to the 4.00 ft. orifice,
consideration must be made of the reliability of the 1:96 scale model
test resulh.
The following figures indicate the relative reliability of
the cavitation model (all figures for 9.5' orifice and flush side walls):
Head on Orifice LiP.
ft.
Discharge of Prototype,
cfs
5250
4200
3800.
3200
2800
Equivalent Di·scharge
1 :96 model, cfs
4500.
3700 (measured)
3400 If
2600 If
2200 "
•
Since the discharge of the model is more than 10% in error at all heads,
the discrepancy of the mod'el kineti,c energy is even greate!; resulting
in lower values of model kinetic energy, higher losses and higher back
pressures. Thus, data secured with the 4' orifice would be less accurate
and should be' regarded as being indicative only.
The data from the cavitation tests, if not precise were in-
dicative of the relative pressures wi thin the control tower. ,\-i.S an
example, for the case of 9.5' tower orifice and flush side walls (Fig-
ure 15) the follOWing data and calculations are cited.
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Ta.nk Tap Location Pressure Head from Calculated Pres- Remark,s
Head No. D{tta of Figure 15. sure Head 1:96 model
-, .....--
• 50' 3 : Center Top East 4' 8.3' Equivalent
? Top North 7 II discharge
12 Center Top West 3.6 II of 3400cfs
•
6 Bottom Center 21 ' 15.5'
Uorth
8 Top Center of 44' 45'
Trash Back
1 Side 9' 9.6'
4 .Walls ~.5\ ,\ II ,
2l\ in ) . II~'10 the 8.5
"11 damaged 7 n
laQ. area of 11
"14 tower. 7 (ave. 8.3') II Serious
vaporiz-
ation from
(Pressure Head in
-27 .5' orifice.
Orifice Jet)
•
30' 3
7
12
Can tar Top East
Top North
Center Top West
2.51
3
3
6' ,
"
"
. Equivalent
discharge
of 2600cfs
(Pressure Head in
Orifice Jet) -15' to -18'
High noise
level.De-
fini te
vaporiza-
tion from
orifice~
20' 3
?
12
Center Top East
Top North
Center Top West
2.9'
II
II
Equivalent
discharge
of 2200cfs
•
(Pressure Head in
. Orifice J at)
-12.0'
Little,
noise,
Head at
which ori-
fice vapor
c:1early
seen.
(Since pressures at top of tower are slightly less than presBures in
•..
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damaged area, and since kinetic energy in orifice is greater, more vapor-
ization occurs at the orifice lip).
If a reduction in the tower orifice diameter was the selected
remedy, which it was not, it would have been necessary to construct a
special Bell-mouth insert within the original orifice as shown in
Figure 26. Note that the elevation of the new orifice lip would be
rai sed.
VII - ES~BLIsmii]NT OF SUFFIOIENT TOWER BAOK-PRESSURE
In th~'last tabulation it mav be noted that a calculated
pressure he~d in the orifice jet lower than say -10 feet resulted
in appreciable vaporization at the orifice. ~t first, it was assumed
that a calculated jet pressure head of -20 feet would be the beginning
value for serious vaporization. Calculations on other test runs 1n-
di cated that as soon as the calculated preS sure head in the jet exceeded
-10 feet, noise, vaporization a'ld Vibration became obvious. ,;l.lthough
~ot completely definitive, this calculated pressure head was used as
the marginal limi t for practical purposes in determining the back
pressure requi red in the tower. R1~er back pressures would certainly
be safer, but as will be sepn, any gre~ter safety would result in im-
practicable structural requirements.
To be able to calculate tower back-pressures, determination
of the magnitudes of all head losses was essential. The head loss for
the trash rack and tower orifice was determined in 1948, through
•-17-
a coefficient of discharge, and may be axpressed as Q2/2,260,OOO for
the 9.5' orifice rather than in terms of the net effective head. The
conduit friction loss was closely approximated by assuming a. friction
coefficient of 0.016, making the head loss equal to 0.66 times the
conduit velocity head. If the remaining head loss, that through the
tower, was known it would then be posa ble to calculate pressures with-
in the tower.
Since the conduit was laid on a steep slope, at nearly all
discharges ~e depth passed from above critical to below critical in
a very short distance as indicated in Figure 29. The tower losses
were measured in 1949, but the equivalent conduit length was only 50
feet (see Figure 24). From the data of this report, however, the re-
quired distance for supercr1tieal flow establishment was about 3:>'-100' •
.as far as losses were concerned, the 1949 test results should have
been comparable to those in 1951. The 1949 results may be summarized
as follows:
Di scharge in cf's
3300
3800
4400
Tower Head Loss Divided by Conduit Velocity Head
6.38
5.90
5.59
I/o
•
This loss is approximately two and two-thirds times as mu.ch as the head
loss in an expansion from a 9.5' to a 15' diameter. ~ special test
made wi th a cont rol at the end of' the condui t indi cated that the re-
sults of' the 1949 tests were usable and quite accurate when applied
-18-
to the 1951 model.
Definition of terms for equations:
Condui t head 10s8
- .~rea of tower orifice
" Head above lip of tower orifioe
- Diameter of tower orifice
- Head loss through tower orifice and trash rack
- Head loss between tower orifioe and conduit (t'ower loss)
- Velocity at tower orifice l1p
- conduit velocity
- head reqUired to deliver given dt scharge wi th Q =0.935 A.oY 2g·AHo
as given in 1948 tests for Do of 9.5'
px/w -~vArage pre~sure head in the plane of lip of tower orifice,
(El. 704.0 for 9.5 1 orifice>' Ho - Px/w =L1Ho
• Ho
Do
·A.o
Vo
Hlo
Hl t
Hlp
Vp
~Ho
- Difference in elevation between lip of tower orifice (El. 704.0
for 9.5' dia.) and centerline of conduit exit, El. 686.0
Velocity of efflux from conduit when end of con4.uit 1s re-
stricted or choked
Energy Equations:
(Reservoir Pool E1e~ation).El. 686.0 =V!lzg +Hlo +Hlt +Rlp =Ho 1 ~z
22'VolZg +Px/w +L.\~ =V/Zg ~ Hl t +Hlp, or,
Ho =V~/2g 4- Pxlw +Hlo
The pressure Px is the average value 1n the plane of the orifice lip.
,
u an approximation, let Px be the pressure in a stagnation point,
such as an upper corner of the tower, and equal to Px ' Writing the
•-19-
ener~ equation between this stagnation cornAr and the edge of the
orifice jet,
where Po is the pressure within the orifice jet. Now, if po/w is ~1mited
to a minimum of -20 feet. which calculated value usually occurred with
a Cavitation Test giving a high degree of vaporization and noise, then
px/w would have to be Z7 feAt with a discharge of 3900 cfa at a value
of Ho of 89 feet. Note that the maximum pressure head at Taps 3, 7
and 12 in Figure 15, arenowhE're near 2? feet. It is obvious that a
tremendous back preseure is required to inhibit or stop vaporization
within the tower.
In order to prove the authenticity of the above relations,
and to aid in determining what steps if any could be employed in elim-
inating cavi tation in the' tower, two square-edged plate-orifices were
tested with, the orifices centered on the conduit exit to the stilling
basin. ThAse tests verified the loss assumptions and 8ubsequent tests
wi th similar orifices in the 1: 96 scale model provided reasonable
valuasof tower pressures. The results of these tests, for a 9.5' dia-
meter tower Orifice, were as follows:
Condition
Head on lip of tower orifice
Discharge in efe
Diameter of conduit orifice
87.5'
4600
13.0'
3900
..
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Condition (Cont'd.)
•
Vj - velocity in vena contracta, rt./sec.
px/w, Tap #7 &12, 1:96 model test, Figures
17 and 18, by extrapolation
Px/w, as calculated with head losses
po/w, as calculated
CalculatAd thrust on conduit orifice plate
Performance, 1:96 cavitation model
26'
-53'
25 tone
Li ttle di ffer-
ence or im.-
provement over
Figure 15,
with conduit
orifice.
56.5'
43'
35'
-12'
106 tons
Vaporization
not serious
up to head
of 74 feet.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Head at which vaporisation is evident 1:96:
po/w, calculated, for this bead:
28'
-10'
- - - - - - '- -
50'
-10'
The 11,0' conduit orifice appeared generally satisfactory in every re.
spect, except that the 56.5 ft./sec. velocity emerging from the conduit
into the 8t~ing pool was 80 powerful as to j~p the stilling pool weir,
leaVing practically no water in the weir, (The original maximum con-
duit velocity was 29.7 ft./sec.),
For the orig1eal tower orifice of 9.5' and a value of Po/w
calculated at -5.0 feet, the conduit orifice diameter would be re-
duced to only 10.88 teet, the dlscharge to 3800 cfs, but the thrust
would increase to about 125 tons. ~us it may be seen,that very small
changes in conduit orifice diameter make quite large changes elsewhere.
Since the discharge equation has a varying exponent and coefficient
••
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very definite limitations are placed upon the range of conduit orifice
sizes that may be used•.4.8 an example, with Do equal.to 9.50' and
a condui t orifice diameter of 9.3', the following va·1.8S would probably
be obtained (calculated): a 41scharge of 3000 cfs: a value of Vj of
67,6 ft/sec; px/w, 17.8 feet; thrusto 220 tons; and the value qf po/w
would not be greatly impn-ed. remaining at about -10 feet.
The writer was requested to consider the possibility of using
a control within rather than at the end o'f the conduit. Calculations
for a venturi meter indicated that a throat diameter of about 8.6'
would produce a satisfactory back pressure. However, it would have
to bea-bout ninty feet long, and the lack of sufficient back pressure
on the throat from the end of the conduit would cause the throat pres-
sure head to approach -41 feet at 3900 CfS (max. pool). This would
remove the cavitation problem Within the tower, but would create a
new cavitation problem within the conduit.
41thougn little information is available on large sizes, con-
sideration was given to a flat plate orifice meter located within the
condui t. From experi-ence, it would anpear that a 10'.0 I orifice would
protect the tower at 3900 cfs, but the pressure adjacent to the jet
would be about -33 feot. The possibility of caVitating the conduit
walls, the lack of information relative to head losses, the possibility
of surging and the possi ble failure of the en tire dam shoo.ld the orifice
meter damage the condui t automtica1ly ruled out this po sst. bili ty.
:USing the paper, "t;ow Expansions" in the December 1944 PROCEEDINGS of
..
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the .~SCE as a basis, it would appear that the required length for
stability of the expansion would be about 150 feet, placing the hypotheti-
cal orifice meter approximately under a maximum shear point of the
earth dam.
The only feasible baCk pressure device would therefore be
located at the end of the conduit. The remaining problem w~s then to
see if some minor revision at the conduit orifice and/or the stilling
pool would contain the hign orifice jet velocity and stabilize the
flow mthe stilling pool.
VIII' - STILLING POOL REVISICN. USING ORIFICE PLI.\.TE AT ]ED OF CONDUIT
For reasonable minimization of vaporization in the tow9r the
maximwn discharge at maximum head must be reduced from 5250 cfs to
3900 cfs. The existing stiaing basin, dry, and the existing stilling
basin under a n ow of 4000 cfs is shown in Figures 36 and 37. Figure 37
is the equivalf'nt of the maximum dischargo which ha.s passed to date
through the stllling pool. Since the flow tended to pile up Qn one side
at practically all rates of discharge, it was apparent that the direction
of the jet from the conduit was not sati8factor~r. Calculations indicated
that the depth in the stilling pool was poem bly too shallow to completely
control over 3000 cfs~ Since some change in the original stfalng pool
seemed desirable under any circumstances, experiments were run using
an 11.0' diameter orifice at the end of th8 conduft skewed at an angle
of about 20 degrees. A\.t a head of about 55 feat and a discharge of
•...
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about 3000 cfs the flow within tha pool an.d over the weir was excellent •
~t 3900 cfs, the flow sprang free of the stilling pool. By similarity
of losses and kinetic energy. calculations indicated that a flow of
3900 cfs could be stabilized if the floor of the stilling pool was
lowered about 4.5 fep-t.
The best angle of skew for the orifice plate was found to
be a horizontal angle of 20 degrees and a. vertical angle of 7·degrees
downward. The floor of the model stilling pool was lowered five feet
in the conter section, three feet away from side walls, weir face
and entrance slab. Subsequent tests using small insert pieces indicated
that a baffle approximately perpendicular to the axis of the jet, was
necessary to keep the flow within the pool. The effect of this baffle
could have bepn duplicated by an overall excavation of about ten feet,
but this amo~~t of confined rock excavation would have posed a serious
practical problem. The final arrangement of the stilling pool is shown
in Fi~res 38 and 39.
The proposed stilling pool shown in Figures 38 and 39 using
an ll.or skewed orifice plate is shown in Figure 40 under a head at
the maximum reservoir pool stage of El. 793.5 and a discharge of 3900 cfs,
equivalent, ,~lthough there was some splashing over the right wall,
there would not be continuous flow over the prototype wallo .~ com":,,,
parison With Figure 37, the existing pool at ·about the same discharge,
shows that some improvement in thfl flow would be accomplished. .1\s a
check on the effect of skeWing the orifice, an equivalent 11.Or conduit
orifice skewed at 20 degrees was tested in the 1:96 cavitatkn model.
•....
,
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The data of Figure 19 and the plots of Figures 8, 10, 11, 12 and 13
indicate little difference in pressure heads. from the perpendicular
conduit orifice. In the cavitation test there appeared to be a slightly
greater amount of vapor ~ though the difference if any was insignificant.
~s a check an the jet velocity, the v~na contracta diameter was measured
with calipers in the 1:24 model tests. With the 1:24 model there was
a very small change in discharge as a result of skewing the orifice,
Since excavation of the stilling pool would require costly
"'\
dewatering, it was decided to determine what combination of tower orifice
and conduit orifice could be used With the existing stilling pool. calcu-
lations based en.the momentun of the jet entering the stilling pool.
showed that a 6,72' tower orifice and an 8.00' conduit orifice would
proVide the same entering momentum as the ext at ing struc ture Wi th a
discharge of 3000 cfs, which Was stable. However, when the 6.72' and
,B.OO' combination were tes~d the results Were similar to the 9.5' and
11.0' combination; the flow left the stilling pool, In F1~re 41 is
shown the proposed stilling pool with an 8.00' skewed conduit orifice;
the tower orifice is' 6.72'. Notice that the flow is fully stabilized.
From this test it Was clear that the kinetic ~nergy of the entering
flow was the criterion of stability, rather than the momentum as would
be the case for a hydraulic jump in a rectangular pool,
The discharge characteristics for the 11.0' and 8.00' conduit
orifices are given in the plot of Figure 28, while the data appears
in Figures 34 and 35.
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Csvit3.tion tests were 3.1so run 01 the 6.72' :md 8.00' combination;
thp, data is given in Figure 21 (a test on a 6.72' tower orifice with
no conduit orifice is given for comp3.rison in Figure 20). The results
obtained with the 6.72' tower orifice were as follows:
Condi tion
..
•
Head on lip of tower orifice
Diameter of conduit orifice
Discharge in cfs
Vj , velocity in vena contracta,fps
px/w, Tap #7 and:12, 1:96 model test,
Figures 20 and 2l,extrapolated
px/w as calculated
po/w as calculated
Calculated thrust on conduit orifice plate
Performance, 1:96 csvitstion model
88' 88'
none 8.10'
2700(Figure 30) 1900(Figure 3$
15.3 58.8
8' 51'
3' 38'
-80' -10'
none 200 tons
Resul ts almost No vaporiza-
identical with tion up to
9.5' orifice head of 50'.
under same con- Very slight
ditions. vaporization
at 75'.
,~lthough calculations and observatlonslndicsto that the 6.72'
and 8.00' combination might be ssfer th3.n the 9.50' ~d 11.0' com-
bination, the reduction over the design discharge of 5000 cfs is a
crucial consideration. The 9.50' and 11.0' combination result in a
22% decrease in design capacity, whereas the decrease 1s 62% for the
6.72' and 8.00' combination.
ee,
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Reducing the conduit orifice for the 9.50' tower orifice to
less than 11.0' results in an increase of conduit exit jet velocity
with ~ resultant greater instability in the stilling nool. However,
by reducing the orific~ to 10.88', performance comparable to the
6.72' and 8.00' combination should result. since, as preViously men-
tioned, tho calculate~ value of po/w was -5.0'; the maximum discharge
would be 3800cfs, or a decr~ase over the design rate of 24%. No
tests Were nerformed for alO.S8' diameter conduit orifice since the
change in condi tions that would. be observed would be Blight wi th re-
spect to the relative accuracy of the mod.el test results.
IX - SUMM~Y
From calculations and model tests three possible solutions
to the given problem evolved:
.
II Use of a tower orifice of approximately three feet diameter
which would maintain an aerated tower at all heads. The maximum dis-
charge from such a small orifice would. be about 500 cfs resulting in
a con~id.erable flood. routing lag; ~ undesirable feature. The tower
would be submerged nearly all cfthe time since the average stream
flow rate would exceed the capacit1 for a head up to the top of the
tower. There isno way to test an aerated tower 1n a scaled model,
so that ~he possible damage which might result from the vaporization
which would occur could not be eval~~ted in advance.
..
•
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II: The maximum discharge that can safely be handled 1s 3800 cfs,
us~ng the existin g 9.5' towor orifice, a skewed 10.88' conduit ori-
fice and excavating about 1000 cubic vards of rock in the stilling
pool, prOViding an impact wall on the downstream cut. This 1s a
margina.l arrangement, but since thfI'e 1s Avery logical reason to be-
lieve that this arrangement will avoid sny future serl0'll8 daIll9.ge
any further increase in safety would be in the diroction of over-cau-
tion•.
III: ~ arrangement having a maximum discharge of about 1900 cfs
requires the use of a skewed conduit ·orifice and the same stilling
pool changes as Item II and in addition requires the installation of
a special tower orifice insert. ~though prOViding a much greater
discharge than that for Item I, above, the time lag betwf-en successive
floods would probably bo too long for satisfactory operation, The·
only advant3.ges of this arrangement over the previous one are a more
stable stilling pool and pOElsibly a. slight increase in safety, al-
though the latter is purely argumentive.
In all three of the above pcssibili ties it is assumed that
the eXisting by-pass ports will be filled in flush to the side walls,
other changes notWithstanding.
During the higher flood stages, observers noted that there
was a considerabl~r high nois~ level and unsteadyness in the flow leaving
the conduit. From the tests on the 1:96 model for the ex~st1ng prototype
condlt1 ons, it is now clear that this act! on was caused by vapor ubulk1ng.~
••
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from cavitation within the tower. With the corrective measures set
forth in this report there should be no unsteadynes9 of flow except
in the brief transition from wier flow. to orifice flow in the tower.
With orifices in the end of the conduit this transition has been re-
duced to a range of only a few feet of mad.
x .. CONCLUSIONS
!the combination d the existing 9.50' tower orifice and the
10.88' conduit orifice were selected by the consulting firm as being
most desirable. So that a smaller conduit orifice could be used in
the future, should BUch a 'change prove necessary, the conduit orifice
is ~res~ntlv being designed so that the diameter could later be re-
duced in the field Without difficulty to as litt~e as eight feet •
The major structural problem is one of anchorage to the conduit since
stability is assured in the terminal conduit mon~llt~.
Observations of the jet in the stilling pool indicate a
strong impinging velocity inthe downstream face of the stilling pool
excavation. For this rPAson, it was recommended that this face be
protected With a concrete wall. ~ince any projections in the lowered
pool rock floor would as.lst in the dissipation of energy, it was
recommended rhat no attempt be made to obtain a perfectly level md
smooth noor.
It was suggested that a hole of about four-inch diameter
be made in the conduit orifice, as close to the crown as possible,
•.
•
..
.,
to serve as an air vent. The noise made by the escaping trapped
air would probably be objectionable. .1\, Similar hole in the model
orifice quickly eliminated trapped air•
.!\.lthough lining the tower walls with deel plate might be
helpful, at least for the life of the pla.tes, any future damage which
migpt possibly occur would probably be at the condU1~ entrance, sinca
the vapor will be carried'to the walls from the tower orifice only
'1'.>,
if there is a large amount of vapor. Since there wlJil '.no'i!ong~r be
any cavitation-inducing "misali'gnmeIfts", little futu~~ danage at ,the
( .'1'1
walls is po~l8.
Great care must be exercised in getting a smooth transition
from the new tower side walls and the cond?it entranee. In the model
the compound curve of the conduit entrance was re~uced to a point
at the side walls by careful hand finishing. .Q.n:v new projections or
indentations will be a source of possibla future erosion.
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Fi~e 1
LITTLE PINE CREEK D.Ui OUTLET TafER
WEST w.W - 5 Mi.Y 1951
I .
..
Note Damage to Pier Number 1 and Number 2 - steel cover plates
have been removed, and are lying on groWld in left photogr~h.
l
Damaged piers al Been throU&b
Tower Orifice.
Figure 2
LITTLE PINE OREEK D~M OUTLET TOViER
E~ST WlLL - 5 M~Y 1951.
Pier Number 1 was completely r~moved. causing the cover plate
to buckle. Pier Number 1 18 to the right tl the right photograpb
f)am~ed lers as 18e1l from
the tower orifice,
Minor damage to conduit 80-
fit. The crown and west side
were unaffected.
Figure 3
LI TTLE PINE OREEK DtLM CUTLET TOWER
5 M~Y 1951
. ,
.Uthough aooured to a alight degre~. the orifice was uneffected.
No eroBion wa. disoernible in the traah rack piers.
•
Debri •• observable beyond the
Tower, indioate. the two high
water line. of the reoent floods.
•
•LI TTLE PINE CREEK D.Uf OUTLET TOWER FLUID
POLWZER MODEL USED ~O SHOW HIGH LOCU,
VELOCITIES (Strelsel) IN THE VICINITY OF
THE D~GED PIERS•
The Trash Raek is located wi thin the re-
servoir at right The Bide walls ware
removable. Polarizer p~ate8 and bentonite
lolution are not shown. For tests, a
quarter-wave plate and a pOlari~er plate
combination was placed on either side of
the area ot the model to be observed.
The small pump in the background reci rcu.~·
lated the be~tonite 8olution.
Figure 4
~. --
•
Figure 5
LIT~E PINE CREEK DAM OUTLET TOOER
1: 96 SC~E MODEL USED FOR C4VI fQ.TI ON
.
TESTS- (o\Aapted from Polarher Model)
Test. were parformed With full prototype heads. The .1£e of
the modal made 1 t poedble to invert the tower for oonveni-
enoe. Two water-mercury manometers were oonneoted to mani-
folde, as shown. Head was adjusted 'by means of valves and
pump Ipeed regulation.
, ..
LITTLE PINE CREEK DAM
I: 96 SCALE MODEL CONTROL TOWER
Piezometer Tap Locations' in Side Ponels
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LITTLE PINE CREEK DAM·
I: 96. SCALE MODEL CONTROL TOWER
Piezometer Tap· Locations in Motn Body of Control Torter
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LEGmD - CllVIT4.TI CN TESTS
~-----~--;':-' Same as Prototype - 9.5 ft. tower orifice, conduit Wi th free eJri t, 'bypass
ports covered with plates on outside of tower.
£1- - - -- -6 9.5 ft. tower orifice, conduit with free exi t. bypass ports filled in flush.
/i:;_.- -- - -- - --- ~ 4.0 ft. tower orifice. conduit with free exit, bypaS8 porta filled in fluall.
\17----
---"1 9.5 ft. tower orifice, 13.0 ft. orifice at discharge end of condui t, bypass
ports filled in flush.
)( - - --x 9.5 ft. tower orifice, 11.0 ft. orifice at di scharge end of conduit, bypass
ports filled in flush
~ £) 9.5 ft. tower orifice, 11.0 ft. orifice skewed ZOO at discharge end of coriaui. t.
bypaes ports filled in flush.
r:;: __ ._ __ . __i~ 6.72 ft. tower orifice, 8.0 ft. orifice at discha.rge end of conduit, bytl6.ss
ports filled in flush.
'1-_. - - - ---l). 6.72 ft. tower olifice. conduit WI'.i th free exit, bypass ports filled in flush.
.JtJSt·11 KEUF'FEL. A ESSf.:H CO.
It' X 10 [0 "ht' ~ inch, Ztth I nt U. Co ntf
IrU!)t IH "
t
_.
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LEGPND - CQ.VIT~TlQi TESTS
c::"---------;,:;, Same as Prototype ... 9.5 ft. tower orifice, condui t wi th free en t, bypass
ports covered with platas on outside of tower.
£1- -- - -- -8 9.5 ft. tower orifice. conduit with free exi t. bypass ports filled in nush.
j.\_- - - - - - - - - - -.Gi 4.0 ft. tower orifice. conduit wi th free exi t, bypas8 ports filled in flush.
I
\
\:1"---- - ---\,] 9.5 ft. tower orifice, 13.0 ft. orifice at discharge end of condu1 t, bypass
ports filled in flush.
x -- --x 9.5 ft. tower orifica,-ll.O ft. orifice at discharge end of conduit. bypass
ports filled in flush
Cj f) 9.5 ft. tower orifice. 11.0 ft. orifice skewed 200 at discharge end of cona.11i t,
bypass ports filled in nush•
•
t;;---------_._-----------.-:; S.72 ft. tower orifice, 8.0 ft. orifice at discharge end of conduit, bYJl6.,sS
ports filled in flush.
'4-- ---
--
JoltS.72 ft. tower orifice, -conduit With free exit. bypass ports filled in flush.
359 .. 11 KEUFr:"EL & ESS~R CO
111 10 Q tht 1,.~ I1ch. "th 11
'HO£'!II ~"
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LEGEND - Ca~IT~TION TESTS
(!'----~---~ ... Same as Prototype - 9.5 ft. tower orifice. condui t Wi. th free eXi. t. bypass
ports covered wi th plates on outside of tower.
EI- -'- - - -GJ 9.5 ft. tower orifice. conduit with free en t, bypass ports filled in flush.
~_.- -- - -- - --- ~ 4.0 ft. tower orifice, conduit with :free exit, bypas8 ports filled in fi\l8.b..
~---- ---"'fl 9.5 ft. tower orifice, 13.0 ft. orifice at discharge end of condui t. bypass
ports filled in flush.
)( - - --x 9.5 ft. tower orifice. 11.0 ft. orifice at di scha.rgeend of condui. t, bypass
ports filled in flush
~ ~ 9.5 ft. tower orifice. 11.0 ft. orifice skewed 200 at disCharge end ofcan«uit,
bypass ports filled itl flush.
r;:---- .. --.----.-------~::; 6.72 ft. tower orifice, 8.0 ft. orifice at discha.rge end of conduit, b~Bs
ports filled in flush.
6.72 ft. tower olifi ce, condui t WI'.i th free exit. bypass ports filled in flush.
3S0·f1 K~UF"'~L & ZSS£R CO.
lOX 10 to the 'h inch. 5th Ii,...... CCe,.t
"'tAD(. J. U ~. 0\
-"' ..
LEGmID - CQ.VIT~TIQi TESTS
." f_
;;"--------~; Same as Prototype - 9.5 ft. tower orifice, condui t wi th free exit, bypass
ports covered with plates on outside of tower•.
8- -- - - -6 9.5 ft. tower orifice, conduit with free exi t. bypass ports filled in flush.
~--- - - - - -- - - - ~ 4.0 ft. tower orifice, conduit wi th free exi t. bypaS8 ports filled in flusb..·
---Vi 9.5 ft. tower orifice, 13.0 ft. -orifice at discharge end of condu1 t, .bypass
ports filled in flush.
;<. - - --x 9.5 ft. tower orificfl, 110 0 ft. orifice at diseb.arge end of conduit, bypass
ports filled in flush
'l e; 9.5 ft. tower orifice, 11.0 ft. orifice skewed 200 at discharge end ofconaui t,
bypass port~ filled in flush.
r:)- -- --------- ----:--- --.-q 6.72 ft. tower orifice, 8.0 ft. orifice at discharge end of condmt, b~ss
ports filled in flush•.
'4--- - -- ---lj. 6.72 ft'. tower orifice, conduit Wlith free exit, bypass ports f111ed in flush.
359·11 KEUFFl.L & ESSt-:R ca.
lfJ ....... 10 lo·he 1 2 inch, Glh 11n('1l: :u-:nntui
'''Of. N U ~ ,.
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LEGEND - C~VIT~TION TESTS
~ ~~ Same as Prototype - 9.~ ft. tower orifice, condui t wi th free exit, bypass
ports covered with plates on outside of tower.
i::1-
- - - -6 9.5 ft. tower orifice, condui t wi th free exi t, bypass ports filled in flush.
E---- -- - -- - --- ~ 4.0 ft. tower orifice, condui t wi th free exit, bypas. ports filled in fl\l8b..
\[7----
---"9 9.5 ft. tower orifice, 13.0 ft. orifice at discharge end of conduit. bypass
ports filled in flush.
x - - --x 9.5 ft. tower orificfl, 11.0 ft. orifice at discharge end of conduit, bypass
ports filled in flush
'9 f) 9.5 ft. tower orifice, 11.0 ft. orifice skewed 200 at discharge end of cona.ui t,
bypass port~ filled i~ flush.
t=;:- - --_.-.---- ----- --9 6.72 ft. tower orifice, 8.0 ft. orifice at discharge end of conduit, byp!-ss
ports filled in flush.
'4--- - -- --l) 6.72 ft. tower olif'ice, conduit WJith free exit, bypass ports filled in flush.
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LEG»lD - CaVITilTI CN TESTS
~--------;,~~ Same as Prototype - 9.5 ft. tower orifice, condui t wi th freeexi t, bypass
ports covered with plates an outside of tower.
£1- - -- -G:! 9.5 ft. tower orifi'ce, conduit with free exi t, bypass ports filled in flush.
1:.:.-- -- - - - - - -- ~ 4.0 ft. tower orifice, conduit wi th free ,exit, bypaS8 ports filled in fluah.
~---- - ---~ 9.5 ft. tower orifice, 13.0 ft. Orifice at discharge end of condui t, bypass
ports filled in flush.
~---
-- --x 9.5'ft. tower orifice, 11.0 ft. orifice at discharge end of conduit, bypass
ports filled in flush
----f) 9.5 ft. tower orifice, 11.0 ft. onfice skewed .200 at di scha.rge end of canaui. t,
bypaes ports filled in fluSh.
r;;--- ... __ .... _-.._--- -_i~ 6.72 ft. tower orifice, 8.0 ft. orifice at discharge end of conduit, bYPf..BS
ports filled in flush.
4--· - -- ---lj 6.72 ft. tower oJ:ifice. conduit W1.i. th free exit, bypass ports f1l1ed in flush.
------------------------------------'~--~_.,-
).t -l:t:t=:
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LITTLE PINE CREEK DUi MODEL STUDY: C~VIT~TIQN TESTS - JUNE 14, 1951, 1:96 SCA.L~ MODE[,j
Conditions for Test: Same as Prototype - 9.5 ft. Tower Orifice, Condui t wi th Fr ge Ex1 t,
Bypass Ports Covered with Plates on Outside of Tower.
Description of Test Pressure Head- Feet of WattW
Tap 19-Head on. Model Tower 14.0 20.5 23.~ 33.5 36.8 42.3 50.0 65.. 2 57.5 60.6 69.5 72.4 73.7
l"'\In Beam, East Wall 3.5 5,,5 5.5 7,,6 8.1 9.2 11.0 11.8 11.2 12.9 13.9 15.3 16.2
'.
2-Between Pier:f/:1 & #2, 3.0 4.6 4.6 7.0 7.0 8.. 5 9.6 10.1 10.2 12.3 13.7 14.7 15.1
above beam,E.Wal,.l
a..-Top Center, D3.st Wall 1.7 2.0 2.9 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.4 2.6 1.8 1.7 1.1 1.6 0.7
4-Pier #2.2 ft.above 2.8 4.2 4.5 5,,9 6.6 7.4· 8.5 9.6 9.3 9.7 11.5 12.3· 11.2
beam, East Wall
5-Or1fice 5.0 7.5 7.6 10.1 12.f=' 13.6 16.4 17.8 19.7 3:>.6 24.9 24.8 25.3
---~Bottom Center, North -'5.9 8.7 9.9 14.0 16.0 17.5 21.0 23.4 23.1 ro.7 23.9 -25.2 25.7
ilal1
7-Top Quarter Point, 2.8 4.0 4.0 5.3 5.9 6.6 7.4 8.1 7.9 8.3 10.3. 10.3 10.9
North Wall
8-Top of Trash Back 12.5 18.8 19.8 28.5 31.7 36.1 43.1 49.3 53.4 55.0 62.0 63.6 65.1
10-Pier #2,2 ft.above 4.4 4.6 6.1 6.6 7.0 8.1 8.3 9.2 8.1 7.8 9.3 10.3 11.3
beam,ITest Wall
I1-Pier #4,2 ft.above 4.2 5.0 5.2 6.3 7.0 7.6 8.3 9.0 7.9 8.4 9.0 9.. 1: 11.2
beam,Wes\ Wall
12-Top Center, iiest \ial1 3.5 3.3 4.0 4.0 3.8 4.4 4.6 4.6 3.4 3.1 2.9 2.9 3.8
13-Pier :/1:2,2 ft. below 5.0 6.1 6.8 8.8 9.8 10.5 11.8 '13.0 13.2 7.4 13.5 14.4 .13.8
beam, West Wall
14-Pier #1,2 ft.above 4.4 4.8 5.9 6.8 7.4 8.1 8.8 9.9 7.0 7.6 10.5 10.2 10.9
beam, Wes t \'Tall
15-7 ft. from tower in 3.1 3.3 3.3 3.5 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 2.1 20 2 1.7 1.5 2.2
bottom of conduit ~
16-7 ft. from tower in (Not in Operation)- ) -1.7 -10 0 -1 .. 7 -1.7 -2.0 ~-.: ijtop of .condui t
17-96 ft. from tower in 2.6 2.8 3.1 0.8 3.1 3.1 3.3 3.3 0.7 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.5 (I)
top of condili t .....p.
t.
LITTLE PINE CREEK n~ M9J)EL ~TUDY: Cl\.VIT~TION TESTS - JUNE 2JJ, 1951, 1:96 SCALE MODEL
Condi tions for Test: 9.5 ft. Tower Orifice, COndllit with Free Exit, :Bypass Ports Filled
in Flush.
Description of Test Pressure Head - Feet of Water
Tap #9-Head on Model Tower' 11",3 19~9 22.5_ 29.1 36.1 42.3 46.6 51.6 54.6 58.6 62.7 70.4 74.2
l"!"In beam, Eas t 'Wall 1.4 3.1 3.2 4,7 5.9 6.6 8.8 8.6 9.3 "10.4 11.4 11~9 12.9
2fl-Between Pier :f/:l & :f/:2, ' 1! 2 2~3 2~4 3.6 4~8 5.1 7.0 7.7 6.9 8..7, 9.5 10.1 11.5
2 ft. a:bove beam,E.i1aJl.
3-Top CE)nter,East, Wall 0.7 1..7 1.1 2.6 2.1 3.6 3.1 4.2 -3.2 ' 4.8 4.3 3.9 5.2
4-Pi er #2,2 ft. abo'1'!e 1.5 2.2 3.1 4.7 6.4 7.2 8.3 -9.2 9.2 10.9 11.1 12.2 13,,8
Beam, East Wall
5-0rifice 3.4 7.0 7.1 9.7 12.2 13.8 16.9 17.5 17.3 21.3 21.6 23.4 25.6
~Bottom Center, North 5.0 8.5 9.7 13.3 16.2 18.,9 19.8 24.3 25.2 26.5 25~4 3l.9 31.4
Wall
7-TopQparter Point, 1.3 2.7 2.3 2.7 4.8 5.4 6.8 7.1 7.2 8.2 9.3 9.0 10.3
North i'iall
'8-Top of Trash Back 10.1 17.3 ro.3 25.7 32.7 36.9 41.2 45.4 47.9 54.1 54.6 61..? 68.6
10-Pier :f/:2,2 ft. above 2.7 4.0 4.9 5.3 7.1 8.0 8.4 8.9 10.1 10.5 11.2 12.5 13.0
beam, West Wall
11-Pier #4, 2 ft.abovo 2.~ 3.2 3.9 4.6 5.9 6.6 6.8 7.0 7.9 8.2 8.5 9.4 10.0
beam, \lest Wall 4~5 4.312-Top Center,West ~al1 1.8 2.0 2.7 2.9 3.9 3.9 3.5 3.7 3.8 4.6 4.7
11l-Pier #1,2' ft. below 2.9 4.8 5.2 6.4 8.5 9.7 11.5 10.9 12.3 13.0 13.9 15.1 16.6
beam,West Wall 8.4 8.04: 9.6 10.414-Pier *1,2 Ft. above 2.1 2.9 3.5 3.3 5.9 5.6 6..1 7.3 7.0
beam, West Wall 2.5 2.9 2.8 2.815-7 ft.from tower in 1~2 1.3 1.8 1.9 203 2.6 2.4 2.5 2.8 '>::I
bottom of conduit
....
1 0 1 C.7 ~16-7 ft. from tower in 1.0 1.1 1.4 1.3 1.8 1.7 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.0 1.0 '1
top of conduit
(D
1.~ 1.2 1.4 1.4 ....17-96 ft.from tower in 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.9 1.7 1.8 1.2 1.2 1.5 U1
top of condui t.
•LImE PINE CREEK Dai MOD:EIJ STUDY: C4.VITATI CN T}'~TS ... JULy 7. 1951, 1:96 SC~ MODEL
Conditions for Test: 4 ft. dia. Tower Orifice, Condui. t wi th Frep. Exi t, :Bypass Ports
Filled in Flush.
Description of Test Pressure Head in Feet of Water
Tap #9-Head on Model Tower 18.8 26.0 38.2 49.0
l-In Beam, East Wall -0.2 0.0 0.8
1.00.30.42l:-Between Pier #1 & #2, -0.2
2 ft. above beam, East Wall
3-Top Center.. East i;7all ~------ (Not in Operation)--~---~.,
4-Pier #2,2 ft. above
beam, East viall
5-Orifice
-0.2
0.2
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.3
0 ..9
1.0
6-Bottom Center, North
Wall
7-Top Quarter Point,
North Wall
8-Top o~f Trash Back
0.5
~,---- ---(Not in Operatian)---------"",
10-Pier *2,2 ft. above
beam, ',7est Vall
11-Pier *4,2 ft. above
beam, West \1a11
12-Top Center, 17est Wall
0..0
-0.1
0.3
0.0
-0.1
0.8
0.8
0.6
0.0
103
~(i~ot in Operation)-------'77
1M-Pier #1,2 ft. below
beam, iiest Wall
14-Pier #1,2 ft. above
beam, Wes t Wall
15-7 ft. from tower in
bottom of conduit
16-7 ft. from tower in
top of condui t
17-96 ft. from tower in
top of condui t
-0.4
-0.2
-0.3
-0.2
-0.5
-1.0
-0.4
0.6
0.4
0.4
-0.3
. 0.4
-0.3
•LITTLE PINE CREEK nw MODEL STOnY: a~VI~TIClN ~STS - JULY 7, 1951, 1:96 SO<U,E MODEL
Conditions for· Test: 9.5 ft. dia.. Towor Orifice. 13.0 ft. dia. Orifice at Discha.rge
End of Conduit • .Bypass Ports Filled tn Flush.
Description of Test Pressure Head in FeAt of Water
Tap #9-Heat on Model Tower
...._--'----.."
26.5 36.3 46.6 57.7 69.0 - 70.9
l-In Beam. East rlall 8.2 12.0 14.9 19.0 23.2
~Betweon Pier :/1:1 & #2, 7.2 11.3 13.7 17.5 ro.6
2 ft. above beam,E.Wall
3-Top Centort East Viall 4..4 &.4 ~..* ~..8 85'6
4-Pior #2,2 ft. above 8.4 12.1 15.7 19.1 23.5
bf'-am., East iTall
5-Orifico 12.6 18.4 22.5 28.1 33.0
6-Bot tom Cento~t Iiorth 15.1 20.7 26.8 32.7 38.6
liall
7-Top ~rtor Point, 8.2 11.7 14.6 18.0 21.5
l~orth rial1
8-Topof Trash Back 26.7 36.1 46.1 56.9 67.9
10-Pior :/1:2,2 ft. above 8.5 12.1 14.9 19.5 24.6
beam, \70s t ¥1al1
I1-Pi.or #=4,2 ft. aboft 8.0 11.4 14.9 19.1 22.3
beam, West Wall
12-Top Center, West Wall 6.9 9.5 12.6· 15.9 18.. 4
11A..;.Fier #1,2 ft. below 8.8 13.1 16.1 21.1 26.6
beam, Wes t Wall
22.714-Pier :/fl. 2 ft. above 7.6 11.1 14.0 18.1
boam, West 'Wall
14.1lfr.7 ft. from tower in 5.1 7 111 9.2 10.1
bottom of conduit b;I
8.0 10.4 12.2 15.9
....
16-7 ft. from tower in 6.4 ~top of conduit
15.3 CD17-96 ft. from tower in 5.8 7.4 8.9 12.2
....
top of condui t "'1
..
LITTLE PINE eREEK DJl.M MOJ;)EL S~Y: C4,VIT-i'l'ION TESTS -JULY 7, 1951, 1 :96 SCilLE MODEL
Conditions for Tests: 9.5 ft. dla. Tower Orifice. 11.0 ft. dia. Orifice at Discharge End
of Conduit. :Bypass Ports Filled ir Flush.
Description of Test Pressure Heed in Feet of Water
•
.!f.-!(:....-------(Not in Opera.tion) -------~')
Tap #9-Head on Model Tower
I-In Beam. Eas t Wa.ll
2A~:Between Pier #1 & #2,
2 ft. a.bove l\eam.E.Wall
3-Top Center, Fast Wall
4-Pier #2.2 ft. a.bove
.beam, East Wall
5-0rifice
6-:Bottom Canter, North
wall
7-!op QQarter Point,
North Wall
8-Top of Trash Back
lO-Pier #2,2 ft. above
beam, \1es t ifall
Il-Pier #4,2 ft. a.bove
beam, Wes t \1all
12-Top Center, West Wall
36.6
18.6
19.. 5
25.8
16.9
17.4
25.3 29.4 38.3
30.0 35.8 43.7
34.5 30.2 37.0
73.9
38.7
3908
73.0
39.8
l3.A...Pier #i, 2 ft. below
beam, West Wall
l4-Pier #1,2 ft. above
beam, West Wall
15-7 ft. from tower in
bottom of conduit
16-7 ft. fran tower in
top of conduit
17-96 ft. from tower in
top of condui t
~.5
16.8
24.9
22.0
31.0
25.5
37.8
31.8
,~
LI TTLE PINE CREEK DlJvl MODEL STUDY: 04.VI 'NTI ON TESTS - JULY ft, 1951, 1: 96 SOll.E MODEL
Conditions for Test: 9.5 ft. dia. Tower Orifice, 11.C ft. dia. Orifice Skewed 200 at
Discharge End of Conduit, Bypass Ports Filled in Flush.
Description of Test Pressure Head in Feet of Water
Tap #:9-Head on Model Tower 28.8 47.7 58.6 70.7
38.7
~0.1
25.0.18.515.0
18.1 23!8
~<------- (Not in Operation) ------""'?
10.6
G
I-In Beam, East Wall
2A. -Between Pier #1 & #:2.
2 ft. above beam,E.~1al1
3-Top Center, East Wall
4-Pier #2,2 ft. above
beam, East wall
5-Orifice
10.5
17.7
18.8
~.8
25.1
30.3
30.0
36.1 45.0
6-Bottom Center, North 14.4 19.8
Wall
7-Top Quarter Point, 10.2 13.6
North \1al1
8-Circular Ring Diameter 12' 20.4 ';!l.6
Concentric with center of Trash Rack
lo-Pier "2,2 ft. above 10.9 15.3
beam, West \7al1
11-Pier #4,2 ft. above 10.9 14.8
beam, lJest Wall
12-Top Center, West Vall 9.8 14.5
24.1
19.0
35.8
19.8
18.8
17.8
34.1
47.1
25.1
23.8
41.5
30.7
30.7
29.5
48.0
36.0
37.8
13A.-Pier #1,2 ft. below 11.9
beam, ~ies t Wall
14-Pier #:1,2 ft. above 10.9
beam, West Wall
15-7 ft. from tower in bottom 9.4
of candui t
16-7 ft. from tower in top of con. 9.4
17-96 ft. from tower in top 9.4
of condui t
13.1
19.4
16.2
16.2
24.0
20.1 25.1
26.1
38.7
32.8
30.4
31.2
30.8
t- #"'c -
LITTLE PINE CREEK D~.M MODEL STUDY: C.\VIT~TI ON TESTS - JULY 13, 1951. 1 :96 SCu.E M.ODEL
Conditions for Test: 6.72 ft. dia. Tower Ori fi ce, Condui t wi th Free Exit. Bypass Ports
Filled in Flush.
Descripti on of Test Pressure Head in Feet of Water
Tap:{f:9-Head on Model Tower 27.0 37.1 45.4 55.2 71.5
I-In Beam. Eas t Wall 1.4 ~ 2.6 3.1 3.3 4.0
2l-Between Pier #1 & #2, 1.5 1.8 2.7 3.6 3.3
2 ft. above beam,E.Wal1
3-Top Center, East Wall ~ (Not in Operation) ;)
4-Pier #2,2 ft. above 1.4 1.8 2.4 2.7 4.1
beam, East Wall
5-Orifice -0.3 0.1 -0.5 -0.2 -0.5
6-Bottom Center, North 10.0 13.7 16.7 m.O 26.7
Wall
7-Top ~ter Point. 2.8 '~hl 3.9 5.6 7.0
North Wall
8-Top of Trash Rack 27.2 36.7 45.3 54.9 70,8
10-Pier #2,2 ft. above 1.4 2.4 2.3 3.4 3.7
beam, West Wall
II-Pier #4,2 ft. above 0.8 1.8 2.0 2.1 3.2
beam, Wes t Wall
3.412-Top Center, West Wall 0.8 2.3 3.1 3.6
1M-Pier #1,2 ft. below 2.0 2.7 3.9 5.0 7.0
beam, West Wall
l4-Pier :f!:l,2 ft. above -1.3 1.4 2.7 2.9 3.2
beam, West Wall
15-7 ft. from tower in 0.6 1.2 1.4 1.2 1.2
bottom of7t condui t ~
16-7 ft. frc;in tower in 1.0 1.6 1.4 1.9 1.8 ~-
top of conduit
..,
(I)
17-96 ft. from tONer in 1.0 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.8 ~
top of condui t
." "-
LIT'lLE PINE CREEK D.~ MODEL STUDY: C4.VI TaTI OU TESTS .... JULY 13. 1951, 1: 96 SCl\LE MODEL
Conditions for Test: 6.72 ft. dia. Tower Orifice, 8.0 ft. dia. Orifice at Dischar«e End
of Condui t Bypass Ports Filled in Flush.
Description of Test Pressure Head in Feet of Water
Tap #:9-Head on Model Tower 29.4 33.3 40.5 48.9 57 .. 4 72.1
l-In Beam, East Wall 16.0 18.3 22.6 26.6 30.1 38.4
GArBetween Pier *1 & :fI:2, 15.4 17.9 21.5 26.5 29.9 .. 38.6
2 ft. above beam,E.Wall
3-Top Center~ East Wall < (Not in Operation) ~
4-Pier :fI:2,2 ft. above 15.8 17.6 22.0 26.9 31.5 39.9
beam, East Wall
5-0rifice 15.6 i6.5 20.5 25.2 29.2 36.2
6-Bottom Center, North ro.5 23.1 28.1 34.1 40.8 49.8
Wall
7-Top Quarter Point, 16.8 18.4 ~.7 28.1 33.3 39.9
North Wall
8-Top of Trash Back 29.0 32.7 40.4 48.9 57.2 70.4
10-Pier #2. 2 ft.. above 16.0 18.2 21.7 26.4 31.3 37.8
beam, West viall
11-Pier #:4,2 ft. above 15.6 17.7 21.7 26.6 30.7 37.4
beam, West i1al1
].2-Top Center, ~1est Wall 16.2 18.1 22.1 27.0 31.3 39.3
l~Pier f ,2 ft. below 16.6 19.. 5 22.3 27.4 31.4 39.1
beam, ¥lest Wall
14-Pier fl,2 ft. above 15.9 17.9 23.8 26.4 30.5 37.7
beam. West Wall
15-7 ft. from tower in 15.2 17.7 20.7 25.3 28.9 36.7
bottom of conduit b;J
16-7 ft. from tower in 16.0 17.9 21.2 26.0 30.9 37.6
....
~top of conduit
17-96 ft. from tower in 16.0 17.7 21.2 25.5 30.0 .38.2
(II
top of conduit ~
Figure 22
L1 TTLE PINE CREEK D~ OOTLET T0i1ER
OVER~L VIEW OF 1: 24 SO~E MODEL
The proposed 11.0 ft. skewed oonduit orifioe is in plaae as
well as the proposed ,tilling pool. ~e manometer board for
the CadtaU on model may be seen to the left.
•Figure 23
LITTLE PINE CREEK DQJ4 OUTLET TONER
VlEi'1 OF 1: 24 SCA.LE ~Ol)EL TOWER· IN
RECEIVER Tunc•
One of the conduit piesometer leads may be leen below the bridge
,
pier. ~e model 18 identical w1 th the prototype, to .cal~, wi th
thE'! exception that· the 81dA w~ll. are fl~h-eq\llvalent to fill-
ing in the by~pa.. ports.
;.
..
Figure 24
LITTLE PINE CR EEK DAM
MOD E LOU T LET TO WE R - I: 24 SCAL E
ModeJ as used in 1948 8 1951 Test~
~~~...,.,...,.,,~~----~---~-- e: lev. 722
..,
Length of Conduit=50'
Length of Conduit =619'
'NOTE: 80th ,1948 8 1951 I :24 Scale Model s were
built with solid side panels; thot Is, without
byp'Oss ports. .
In Prototype, bypals ports were cOiered on the
outside walls wlftl steel plate, 1950
Figure 25
LITTLE PINE CREEK DAM
DEPTH-CAPACITY CURVE FOR 15 FT. DIAMETER
OUTLET CONDUIT
"',
.'
Calculated for :- slope: 3.5'/619'
Manning II nil: 0.0135
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LITTLE PINE CREEK DAM
BELL- MOUTHED TOWER ORIFICE DETAILS
July 1951
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Tabulation of Lip Elevations
and Orifice Diameters
Do Lip Elev.
9.5' 704.0
6.72' 705.8
4.75' 707.0
4.00' 707.5
3.50' 707.8
N
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Figure 27
L :TTLE PINE CREEK DAM
DISCHARGE CALIBRATION - OUTLET WORKS
Various Tower Orifices, No Controls in Conduit
From results of I: 24 model tests
Lehigh Uni't'ersity July, 1951
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LITTLE PINE CREEK n~ MODEL STUDY: OUTLET STRUCTUREDISCH4.RGE CU,I13RlLTION, 1:24 SCIlLE
Date of Test: July I, 1951 TCWER ORIFICE LIP-El. 70400
Condi tions of Test: 9.50 foot orifice in control tower, lower end of conduit open, ori gina1 desi go
stilling basin.
Prototype Prototype Invert Pressure Head Beadings in Conduit, Feet of water
W.S. Elevo Q., c.f.s. StaG 16+55 Sta. 18+55 Sta. 19+55 Sta. 3).1.55 Stat 2l.f65 Sta. 2~55
712,5 395 8.2 3.2 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.2 :t
713.0 580 9.1 4.1 3.7 3.8 3.9 3.9 ±
715.5 1355 12.8 6.7 6.5 6.6 6.6 6.5 .:!:.
717.5 2200 15.0 8.4 800 8.5 8.5 7.9 ±
724.0 2850 17.5 12.5 12.2 12..1 12.7 9.6 ...
729.0 3060 18.5 12.7 12p O ± 12.2 ± 12.2 .. 10.8 ±
740.5 3520 21.6 12.7 11.5 ± 11.8 ± 11.8 11.8 ±
750.0 3860 24.5 ± 12.0 11.3 ± 11.3 11.3 12.,0 ±
762.5 4230 28.1 12..0 11.0 :f- 11.0 :! 10.8 ± 13.4
771.5 4560 31.0 11.3 ± 10.3 ± 10.1 :! 9.8 .J. 13.2
791.5 5270 37.7 110 3 ± 9.8 ± 9.1 ± 9.1 ± 15.0
HarE: Pressure head readings of less than 15 feet indicate depth of open channel flow in conduit. ~
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LIT'lLE PINE CREEK D.!UA MaDEL STUDY: OUTLET S~CTURE DISCfURGE Cl\.LIBRl\.TIClN', 1:24 SCU,E
Date of Test: June 30, 1951 TOWER OBIFICE LIP-El. 705.8
Conditions of Test: 6.72 foot orifice in control tower, lower end of conduit open, original desigp
s tilling basin.
Prototype
Vi.S. E1ev.
Prototype
Q, c.f.s.
Invert Pressure Head Readings in Conduit, Feet of Water
Sta. 16t55 Sta. 18+55 StaG 19+55 StaG 20+55 Sta. 21+55 Sta. 22+55
NOTE: Pressure head readings of less than 15 feet india:te depth of open channel now in condom t.
714.0
714.5
715.0
716.5
718.5
720.5
723.5
72:7.0
734.0
738.5
746.0
747.5
762.5
781.0
792.5
735
900
990
1075
1170
2140
1370
1450
1650
1785
1850
2000
2270
2560
2710
8.5
11.0
12.5
13.7
19.4
23.0
28.0
37.0
4.8
6.0
6.6
8.1
8.5
8.9
13.0
13.7
5.5
5.9
6.0
6.5
6.7
7.6
8.0
8.4
8.9
12.7
13.2
4.7
5.0
5.5
5.8
6.6
6.7
7.9
8.3
8.6
9.1
9.8
5.3
5.6
5.9
6.1
7.8
8.4
9.9
5..0
5.5
5.8
6.0
6.0
6.5
7.0
8.4
• •
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LITTLE PINE CBEIDK DilM MODEL STUDY: OUTLET STRUCTURE DISCHUtGE CQLIBR~TION, 1:24 SC4.LE
Dates of Test: June 30, and 'lOVER ORIFICE LIP-El. 707.0
July 5, 1951
Conditions of Test: 4.75 foot orifice in control tower, lower end of conduit open, original desigp
stilling basin.
Prototype
"11.5. Elev.
711.5
712.5
Prototype
Q, uof.. s.
2'30
435
Invert Pressure Head Readings in Conduit, Feet of Water
Sta. 16~55 Sta. 18~55 Sta. 19~55 Sta. 20+55 Sta. 21+55 Sta. 22r55
3.4
715.0
720.5
728.0
735.0
744.0
75300.
765.. 5
791.5
550
625
730
845
965
1070
1190
1360
8.9
10.6
16.3
19.4
22.0
24.8
5.3
6.0
6.5
6.5
·3.6
4 .. 9
5.2
6.0
6.2
3.8
4.2
5.0
6.5
3.8
4.6
5.1
5.5
5.8
6.2
6.7
4.3
4.. 8
5.0
5.5
5.. 8
6.. 5
NOTE: Pressure head. readings of less than 15 feet indicate depth of open channel flow in conduit.
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LITTLE PINE CBEEK nUt MODEL STUDY: Wfi,ET STRUC!I'URE DI SCH~RGE C,ALIBR~TI ON, 1: 24 SCu,E
Date of Test: July 5, 1951 TCWER ORIFICE LIP-El. 707.5
Conditions of Test: 4.00 foot orifice in control towel, lower end of condui t open, original design
stilling basin.
Prototype Prototype Invert Pressure Head Readings in Condui t, Feet of Water
W.S. Elev. Q., c.f.a. Sia.. 16;.55 Sta. 181-55 St~ .. 19+55 Sta.. 20+55 Stao 21+55 Sta. 22+55
724.0 435 3.1 3.6 3.4 3.4 3 ..6 3.4
733.0 550 3.4 3 .. 8 3.6 3.8 4.1 3.8
747.5 675 3.8 40 3 4.1 4.3 4.6 4.3
771.0 820 5.. 5 5.0 4.8 4.8 5..0 5.0
793.5 990 ~...a ? 5.5 5.3 5.3 5.5 5.3
NOTE: Pressure head readings of less than 15 feet indicate depth of open chaDnel flow in conduit.
•
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LITTLE PINJ CREEK D.l\M MODlllL STUDY:: OU1!,ET STRUC!IURE DISCHARGE CU.IBR~TION, 1:24 SCU,E
Date of Test: July 6, 1951 TCWER ORIFICE LIP-E1. 707.8
Condi tions of Test: 3.50 foot orifice in control tower, lOWer end of conduit open, original design
stilling basin.
Prototype
W.S o Elev.
Protot,pe
Q, c.f.s.
Invert Pressure Head Readings in Condui t, Feet of Water
Sta. 16+55 Sta.18t55 Ste. 19+55 StaG 2Ot55 StaG 21+55 StaG 22+55
717.. 0 290 2.3 2.8 2.4 2.7 2.8 i
73100 365 2.6 3.4 3.0 3.1 3.4 No
75200 535 3.6 4.1 3.6 3~9 4.1 readings
776.5 650 4.3 4.5 4.1 4.3 4.6 Taken.
794.0 775 5.0 4.8 4.5 4.6 4.8 1
NOTE: Presure head readings of less than 15 feet indicate depth of open channel flow in conduit.
•LITTLE PINE CREmK DllM MODEL STUDY: OUlfl.ET STRUCTt1lE DISCH.\RGE C~IBRQ.TICN, 1:24 SOiU.E
, Date of Test: -July 13, '1951 TCViER ORIFICE LIP-El. 704.0
Condi tions of Test: 9.50 fgot ~tifice in control tower, 11.0 fQQt orif:U:.e, skewed at hQr1zQntal~
of ;:pQ and vert1 eal 4- Qf 70 , at downs traam end Qf condui t, final 8 tilling
pOQl reVision.
Prototype
ii.S. E1ev.
ProtQtype
Q, c.f.s.
Invert Pressure Head Readings in Condui t, Feet Qf Water
Sta. 1~55 Sta. 17+55 Sta. 19+55 Sta. 20+55 Sta. 2lf55
715.0 1090 6.5 9.8 10.6 11.0 11.5
716.0 1400 9.1 12.2 13.,0 13.4 14.4
717.0 1750 13.9 16.1 16.6 17.0 17.. 5
718.5 3)10 17.8 18.7 19.. 9 20.4 21.1
721.0 2140 19 b 7 22.0 22.3 22.6 23.0
723.5 2210 21.1 23.3 23.5 23.8 24.5
729 .. 0 2370 24.0 250 8 25.2 25.4 26.4
735!0 2550 26.6 28.3 28.3 28.6 29.5
741.. 5 2660 30.2 31 .. 9 31 .. 2 31.2 310 4
747.0 2850 32.4 34.8 33.0 34.3 35.2
759.0 3080 38.4 40.0 380 8 39.6 40.0
774.. 0 3460 45.8 47.0 46 .. 3 46.3 47.2
780.. 0 3600 48 0 5 50.5 50.0 50.0 49.5
792.5 3820 54.5 fI7 .0 55.5 55.0 54.7
NOTE: Pressure head readings of less than ·15 feet indlce te depth of open channel flow in condui to
•
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LITTLE PINE CREEK DaM iviODEL' STUDY: OUTLET STRUCTURE DISCH~GE CU,IBRU'I ON , 1:24 SC,l\.LE
Dates of Test: July 13,17, TOJER ORIFIOE LIP-El. 705.8
1951
Conditions of Test:. 6.72 foot orifice in 0Dotrol tower, 8.0 foot orifice, skewed at horizontal~
of 3)0 and vertical~ of 7°, at downstream end of conduit, fina:L stilling
pool revision.
Prototype PrototyPe Invert Pressure Head Readings in' Conduit, Feet of Water
W.S. Elav. Q, c.f.s. Sta. 16~55 Sta. 17+55 Sta. 19+55 Sta. 20+55 Sta. 21+55
721.5 995 16.3 19.0 19.7 20.4 21.4
724.5 1020 18.2 20.6 21..6 ±.'\ 2208 ± 22.8 ±
725.5 1040 19.2 22.3 22,,3 c: 22.8 23.8
726 .. 5 1045 20.. 2 23.5 23,,8 23.7 24.4
727,,5 1090 21.6 24.0 230 2 24.4 25.4
.. 728.0 1095 3).4 22.3 23.3 24.0 24.2
730.0 1140 23.8 24.8 25.9 26.4 27.1
730.5 1140 23.5 25.5 24.9 25.4 26.4
733.0 1190 26.2 28.3 29.3 29.3 30.. 4
734..0 1170 26.9 27.6 28.3 29.0 31.1
735.0 1210 ,Zl.6 30.0 30.0 30.4 31.4
739<>0 1280 28.5 31.0 31.9 32.4 32.9
740.5 1340 30.0 31.5 32.9 33.6 35.2
744.0 1385 32.6 35.5 35.2 36.0 36.9
746.0 1410 34.0 36.0 34.9 36.4 37.4
747.5 1420 340 0 36.2 37.4 37.2 37.9
752.0 1515 37.6 39.4 40 .. 5 40.8 40.8
755.5 1515 38.6 41 .. 0 41.0 41.5 42.0
766.5 1625 44.1 47.0 47.8 48.0 48.2
771.5 1690 47.1 50.0 50.5 ± 51.5 ± 52.8
775.5 1710 50.2 51.9 52.0 52.0 52.5
780.0 1800 51.6 55.2 55.5 ±. 55.5 1: 51.6
785.0 1840 55.2 58.3 ffl.6 58.3 59.0
794.0 1930 59.5 62.0 37.5 ± 62.5 i:. 63.5 ±
792.0 163) 43.5 45.6 45.1 44.7 4.4.6 b;1....
~
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Figure 36
LITTLE PINE CREEK DQ,M OU~ET TOYlER - 1: 24 SC.U,E MODEL
VIP$ OF EXISTING STILLING FOOL
Exiating prototype battered wall, wh~~ built for the model stilling
pool Were backed up with a verti extension to prevent splashing.
The Stilling pool floor 1s level and corresponds to El. 672. However,
the prototype noor Tarled between El. 672 to 674. No attempt wal made
to reproduce tallwater effects below the control weir.
•
Figure 37
LITS PINE CREEK oDl\M OUTLET TOi7ER ... 1 :24 SCU,E MODEL
EXISTING STILLING POOL CH~C!ERI ST! OS FOR A. RESERVOIR
STl(JE OF El. 754 .UUl 4. J)ISCH~RGE OF 4000 CFS FOR THE
PURPoSE OF C()iP.WSON WITH THE PROPOSED CHlNGE 1+1 DESIGN •
•
•
.
.4.t the Maximwa Pool Elevation. El. 793.5, the Q for the prototype
would be 5250 cfe. For 5250 cfe, the water level over the model weir
•
wae e1~t feet equivalent aboeJe the side wall. For the flow shown,
4000 cfs, the water level over the weir wae four teet above the side
wall. '!he manmwn prototype flow to date was almost 4000 cfs. ('lbi,
photograph explains the occurrence of channel erod on about 100 feet
downstream from the wall shown- at right, which wae eVident fo11oW1n~
the maximum now experimced With the .tilling pool early in 1951 of
close to 4000 efs.)
..
•
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Figll1'8 38
LITTLE PINE CREEK DW CU'l!LET TOWER - 1&24 SCALE M.ODEL
VIEW OF PROPOSED STILLING POOL•
Other than a large area of the floor whiCh has been low~red to El. 667
from the onginal m. 672, thl. design 11 identical with the original
(see Fig. 39). Note the 11.0 foot diameter skewed conduit orifice.
••
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PINE CREEK DAMLITTLE BASINSTILLING
Showin 9 Si II
- d Auxi liaryPropose
July 1 1951
Figure 39
"\
Figur 40
LITTLE PINE CREEK DlW OUTLET TatER - 1:24 SCU,E MODEL.
Proposed stilling pool U8~ng the existing 9.5 foot di-
ameter tower oritioe and. an 11.0 foot diameter conduit·
orifice skeWed at a horizontal angle of 200 and a verti-
csl angle of 7 0 • '!be now shown i. equivalent to 3900 cfs,
at a re.ervolr t e of Bl. 93.5. U though the right
wall was overtopped, the degreA of ovettopping was Ili~t
and erratic. Thh arrangement was tentatively selected
by the Coosultants and the Department of Forests and
Waters since it provides tae maximum possible safe dis-
charge.
••
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F1gw-e 41
L1 TTLE PINE CREEK Dl\M OUTLET TOWER - 1: 24 SCUiE MCDEL.
Proposed stilling pool ullng a 6.72 foot diameter tower
orifice and an 8.0 foot diameter conduit orifice skewed at
at a horizontal angle of 2JJo and a. vert1~eal angle of 7°.
~ut flow shown 18 eqUivalent to 1900 cfa, at the maximum pool
in the reservoir at El. 793.5. ~lthougn the flow in the
volves excavation of the stilling pGOl to 'l.bout the same
degree 808 that for the 9.5 foot tower orifice and 11.0
foot conduit orifice proposal (Fig. 38-40) as well as a
special tower orifice insert to reduce the diameter (~ig.
26). The thr\1st on the eondui t from the 8.0 foot orifioe
•plate 11 about 180 ton. 808 cenpared w1th about 110 tons
for the 11.0 foot orifice plate.
~£CTlON THROUGH OUTLET Sn:lUCTURC
.,.... J". Z.
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